
A K T I V  S K I N C A R E
S I G N A T U R E  M A S S A G E  P R O T O C O L

 1. Start by hovering over the clients face and move down to the decolletage in 4 counts placing hands on the 5th count on
clients decolletage. 

2. Slide hands with medium pressure to the shoulders wrap around and bring hands up the trapezius then slide hands around
the front of the face under the chin then into a full facial sweep ending at the temples.

3. Using your thumbs, start at the center of the hairline directly above the nose. Gently apply pressure along the hairline,
moving in ½ inch steps toward the temples holding each point for 3 seconds. Gently and slowly feather thumbs through the
hairline back to center. 

4. Using your pointer and middle finger apply pressure to the corrugator muscles in alternating x patterns.

5. Using this alternating criss cross pattern move from corrugators back and forth across the forehead. 

6. Pinch across the length of the brow, with pointer finger and thumb, toward the temples and complete with sweep of fingers
back to the nostrils with your middle finger leading.  Circle fingers along the top of the zygomatic arch toward the temples
and complete with sweep of fingers back to the nostrils with your middle finger leading back up to the inner brow.  

7.Cup the zygomatic arch and while alternating hands glide fingers from nose to temple. Repeat each side 

8. Begin an alternating scissor movement on the mandible from the center of the chin and slide fingers along the jawline to the
earlobe.  

9. Apply light upward strokes over the neck with both hands. Circle down and then back up in a clockwise direction on
platysma.

10. Brace the chin and gently glide thumbs upward in alternating motions working the mentalis, depressor anguli oris
(triangularis), and the depressor labii inferioris. 

11. Use your middle finger and ring finger together to work the orbicularis oris by moving in a half circle motion
starting under the lip and working around the lip to the center of the upper lip and moving back the starting position. 

12. Slide middle and ring finger to the sides of the lower end of the nostrils and pulse fingers up and out 3x. Slide middle
and ring finger over the nasalis and up the procerus with light pressure then apply direct pressure on the orbicularis
oculi sliding fingers out to the temple. Sweep fingers under the eye following the orbicularis oculi to the base of the
nostrils. 

13. Slide fingers up to the frontalis and using entire hand effleurage while alternating hands back and forth across the
forehead.

14. Using your fingertips feather the frontalis into the hairline by alternating hands.

Time: 10 Minutes
*When each movement is completed (3) times

Purpose: Relaxing Tight Muscles that are forming lines & wrinkles on the skin.
*Shiatsu Movements (Steps 1-6) can be repeated 10 times each and should be used for rapid results services. 
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Using your fingertips
feather the frontalis into

the hairline by
alternating hands.Need more instruction!

Check out our online
training

video in the 
wholesale portal.


